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Questions and clarifications regarding the case

1. Has Kamanga ratified the other two Optional Protocols of the CRC (OPAC and OPSC)?
   Kamanga has ratified both the OPAC and the OPSC.

2. According to para. 1 and 2 ("rebel armed groups"), whether there are the de jure armed conflicts (according to Geneva Conventions) in Kamanga?
   The answer to this question is not provided.

3. According to para. 10 of the Case, does "international legal standards" mean Kamanga has ratified the other international human rights treaties or the ILO Conventions no. 138 and/or 182? or does the customary international laws apply? or does the UNGP Business Principles apply?
   It is up to the teams to assess what other international human rights standards could be applicable in this case.

4. Specifically, is he suing through the NGO, as something of a "next friend"? Is this what the abbreviation "cs" stands for?
   cs. Is legal terminology which could be looked up.
As per para 7 of the case, it is mentioned that Kamanga has ratified the Minamata and Palermo Conventions. In addition, it can be assumed that Kamanga has ratified all other convention that are relevant. It is up to the students to assess which instruments they consider relevant to include in their arguments.

6. What were the findings of the report submitted to the private mining company as part of the requirements under the due diligence law of Francia?
The content of the findings of the report are not relevant for this case.

7. What are the local laws, particularly regarding criminal sanction for companies, when it comes to the following areas: 1) child and sexual trafficking 2;) child labor; 3) mining laws in relation to granting of licenses?
Under national law, the criminal sanction for child and sex trafficking is punishable under criminal law with a sanction of 10 years in prison and if the trafficking results in death, life in prison. On the other two issues no information on the local laws has been provided.

8. In what way are the NGO and the State of Kamanga affiliated: purely financial or is there a degree of cooperation, and case they are in any or no way affiliated, to what extend is the refugee shelter where Elois is staying after the rescue mission provided by the State Kamanga or the NGO?
The state of Kamanga is funding the NGO and the shelter is part of the NGO.

9. Did Kamanga ratify any of the following CRC-optional protocols or ILO-conventions, and in case, which of them? 2nd Optional Protocols to the CRC; 3rd optional protocol to the CRC; Convention No. 138 on Minimum Age Convention; Convention No. 182 on Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention.
First part of the question has been answered under question 1. As mentioned under 5, Kamange has ratified all other relevant international instruments.
10. Are all the names of the applicants who started this present communication procedure collectively, known to the Court, or do they, either all or partly, join in the proceeding anonymously? 

Elois' name is known, the rest join anonymously.